NA methylation is implicated in modulating gene transcription in a wide array of taxa. However, a complete understanding of the specific functions of DNA methylation in diverse organisms requires study of the evolutionary patterns of genome methylation. Unfortunately, investigating DNA methylation through empirical means remains challenging due to the transient nature of DNA methylation, the paucity of model systems in which to study genome methylation, and the costs associated with experimental methodology. Here we review how computational methods can be used to complement experimental approaches to further our understanding of DNA methylation in animals. For instance, comparative analyses of the molecular machinery involved in DNA methylation have been informative in revealing the dynamics of genome methylation in many organisms. In addition, analyses of specific genomic signatures of DNA methylation have furthered our understanding of the patterns of methylation within species. Finally, insight into the role of DNA methylation has resulted from computational methods used to identify specific sets of methylated genes. We suggest that an understanding of the evolution of genomic DNA methylation can be most readily achieved by integrating computational and empirical methods.
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Divergent Patterns of DNA Methylation in Animal Genomes
DNA methylation represents one of the most important epigenetic marks and plays an essential role in altering gene activity states. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] However, genomic patterns of DNA methylation show considerable variation among taxa. [4] [5] [6] For example, vertebrate genomes are extensively methylated. 7 In contrast, invertebrate genomes display variable levels of DNA methylation. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Experimental discoveries demonstrating high variability in the patterns of DNA methylation in different animals generate many questions such as: Why does DNA methylation exist in some animals but not others? What are the functions of DNA methylation in different animal genomes? How do patterns of genomic methylation evolve in different taxa?
Unfortunately, addressing these fundamental questions remains challenging for several reasons. First, important invertebrate model organisms such as D. melanogaster and C. elegans lack DNA methylation, thereby impeding experimental work in genetically tractable systems. Second, the nature of epigenetic information means that different cells, tissues, and organisms may show divergent methylation patterns. Consequently, studies of DNA methylation are complicated by naturally occurring variation in methylation among biological entities. Finally, although considerable progress has been made in analyzing DNA methylation patterns empirically, 11, 12 many techniques remain technically demanding and costly.
We suggest that computational methods represent an important counterpart to experimental means towards fully understanding the evolution of DNA methylation. 13 The purpose of this article is to discuss recent advances in understanding DNA methylation arrived at using and is completely devoid of conventional DNA methyltransferases. 5 In comparison, the genome of a primitive chordate C. intestinalis encodes one each of the three dnmt genes and is known to harbor substantial DNA methylation. 8, 19 Similarly, the genome of the honeybee A. mellifera was recently shown to encode all three DNA methyltransferase genes including two homologs of dnmt1, one dnmt2 and one dnmt3. As expected, functional studies confirmed the presence of an operative methylation system in honeybees. 20, 21 Complete or near complete genome sequences further suggest the existence of the complete repertoire of dnmts, and, consequently, the presence of functional methylation in some insects. The genome of silkworm, Bombyx mori, encodes homologs of dnmt1 and dnmt2, 22 which are able to bind to purified methyl-binding domain proteins. 23 A low level of genomic DNA methylation is reported in B. mori and a more complete sequencing of the B. mori genome may reveal the presence of dnmt3. 2 Recently completed genomes of the wasp Nasonia vitripennis and the pea aphid, Acyrthosiphon pisum, appear 1). [15] [16] [17] Studies of mammalian systems have established that different DNMTs undertake distinct functions. For example, human and mouse genomes contain one DNMT1, one DNMT2, and three DNMT3s (DNMT3a/b and DNMT3L). DNMT1 is responsible for maintaining the pattern of DNA methylation between DNA replications and is referred to as the maintenance methyltransferase. DNMT3s mediate de novo methylation of previously unmethylated cytosines. The role of DNMT2 is still not completely resolved, but recent studies suggest that it may act as a tRNA methyltransferase. 18 Comparative analyses suggest that the presence of at least one of DNMT1, DNMT2 and DNMT3 is necessary for a functional genome-wide methylation system. In addition, the numbers of different DNMTs can vary, likely leading to different patterns of genomic DNA methylation ( Fig. 1) . For example, the genome of D. melanogaster, which displays extremely low levels of DNA methylation, encodes only a single DNA methyltransferase, DNMT2. 6 The genome of C. elegans lacks DNA methylation entirely computational analyses of genomic data. We hope to demonstrate that computational approaches can provide substantial insight into the function of DNA methylation in diverse animal taxa.
Presence of DNA Methylation Proteins Corresponds with Levels of Genomic Methylation
Determining if the proteins involved in DNA methylation processes are present within genomes, and investigating the evolution of such proteins, can provide insight into the nature of DNA methylation within species. There are at least two types of proteins directly involved in DNA methylation: those that execute the methylation process itself and those that convert information encoded in methylated genomic DNA to appropriate functional states. DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs) perform DNA methylation and all share a conserved catalytic domain, suggesting a common and ancient origin.
14 Interestingly, the number of DNMTs in different genomes show substantial variation ( Fig.   Figure 1 . the numbers of different dnmts in sequenced animal genomes. Different dnmt loci are depicted as different color circles. dnmt2 exists in single copy and shows the most widespread distribution in animal genomes, but bears an unclear relationship with presence of functional CpG DNA methylation. in contrast, dnmt1 and dnmt3 families undergo frequent duplications and loss events, and seem to be associated with genome methylation. 5, 17, 62, 63 Phylogenetic relationships among chordates are following Putnam et al. that vertebrate genomes exhibited 'heavy methylation', invertebrate genomes displayed 'partial methylation' and the D. melanogaster genome showed 'indetectable methylation'. Subsequent analyses of genomic levels of DNA methylation using modern techniques have repeatedly shown that these early determinations hold. 8, 19, 33 Using the same principle, different regions of animal genomes can be scanned to determine whether DNA methylation occurs homogeneously within the genome. For example, the depletion of CpG content in the human genome is not uniform: tens of thousands of genomic regions of several hundred base pairs harbor elevated numbers of CpG dinucleotides (CpG O/E ~0.8). These 'CpG islands', which encompass only 1~2% of the genome, are maintained because they are hypomethylated in the germlines, and therefore not subject to mutations that deplete CpG dinucleotides. CpG islands can be found anywhere in the genome, but many of them are associated with promoters of broadly-expressed housekeeping genes. 34, 35 Much computational effort has been put into mapping the locations of CpG islands within mammalian genomes. 13, [36] [37] [38] [39] These recent studies have greatly expanded our understanding of the characteristics of regions that undergo differential methylation in mammals.
Scanning variation of CpG O/E values within the genome has led to the discovery of divergent methylation patterns across animals. For example, Suzuki et al. 19 analyzed the distribution of CpG O/E values in C. instestinalis. Their analyses, using partially computational methods, revealed that a subset of transcription units were the primary targets of DNA methylation (Fig. 2) . This pattern of 'partial' genomic methylation targeting 'gene-bodies' differs from the 'global' DNA methylation observed in vertebrate genomes, demonstrating that the pattern of genomic DNA methylation changes over time. Similarly, Elango et al. 40 and Wang and Leung 41 analyzed CpG depletion in the genome of the honeybee A. mellifera and found that DNA methylation was targeted to a subset of transcription units (gene bodies) (Fig.  2) . Thus genes within A. mellifera showed a distinct bimodal distribution of CpG O/E suggesting that some genes are hyper-
Genomic Signatures of DNA Methylation Reveal Levels and Patterns of DNA Methylation
A great deal of information concerning the nature of DNA methylation can be garnered by studying dinucleotide frequencies within genomes. DNA methylation in animal genomes occurs almost exclusively at cytosines followed by guanines, so-called 'CpG dinucleotides' (5'-CpG-3'). Methylated cytosines are chemically unstable and tend to undergo spontaneous deamination and mutate to thymines. 29, 30 Thus, DNA methylation effectively leads to a high frequency of point mutations from CpGs to TpGs, and methylated genomic regions gradually lose their CpG dinucleotides. If such mutations occur in the germline, the paucity of CpGs will be inherited in the next generation, leaving signatures at the sequence level. One can then infer historical levels of germline DNA methylation from the relative CpG content encoded in DNA sequences. Moreover, even though these signatures reflect methylation-originated mutational processes in germline DNA, they have been found to be a good proxy for the levels of methylation measured in samples from different developmental stages and tissues. 13 The depletion of CpG dinucleotides in a genomic region is often measured by the observed CpG frequency normalized by the expected CpG frequency, a metric termed 'CpG O/E'. Comparing CpG O/E values of different genomes is a straightforward, robust means to estimate levels of DNA methylation. 13 to encode the full repertoire of genes necessary for genome methylation. 17 Thus, examining the presence of different dnmts from genome sequences using computational means can provide a strong clue as to whether a functional methylation system exists in a species and guide experimental characterization of lineage-specific DNA methylation.
The signal of DNA methylation conferred by DNMTs are 'read' by other proteins, including a protein family that encodes a highly conserved methyl-binding domain, hence called the 'MBD family'. MBD proteins are phylogenetically widely distributed. 15, 24 Moreover, as is the case with DNMT proteins, the number of MBD proteins varies greatly between species. Genomes that exhibit heavy methylation tend to encode more mbds than those with partial genomic DNA methylation. 3 Analyses of vertebrates show that mbds also undergo frequent gene duplication and loss events during evolutionary history. 3, 15, 25 Resolving whether the presence of multiple mbds reflects additional functions of DNA methylation or simply reflect functional redundancy will be critical in understanding the evolution of DNA methylation.
While it is time-consuming to elucidate functions of additional DNMT and MBD proteins experimentally, molecular evolutionary analyses of dnmt and mbd genes from related species may readily provide clues to their roles. A particularly wellestablished method is contrasting evolutionary rates of sites that change amino acids ('nonsynonymous sites') and sites that do not ('synonymous sites'). Such information can be used to determine if a protein's function has been optimized, if its structure is under strong conservation, or if it is adapting to a new function. This method has been very useful in identifying proteins that display lineagespecific evolution. [26] [27] [28] Analyses of DMNT and MBD protein sequences will reveal whether some methylation proteins may have been subject to rapid evolution associated with new functions. Such proteins, and their associated DNA methylation systems, should be targeted for experimental or further comparative genomic analysis because they are likely to show novel or divergent properties.
One of the most frequently suggested roles of DNA methylation is the control of genomic parasites such as transposable elements. 44 Evidence for this hypothesis in mammals is derived from the fact that DNA methylation appears to block mobile element transcription. Moreover, many methylated cytosines in mammalian genomes are found within mobile elements 45, 46 and when DNA methyltransferases are inactivated, some endogeneous Elucidating the functions of DNA methylation across divergent species remains a major goal of current research. 7, 42, 43 Computational analyses can provide insight into the role of DNA methylation by investigating variation in putative methylation patterns among different types of genes. Here we discuss a few examples of how proposed functions of DNA methylation were, or could be, investigated using computational methods. methylated while others are hypo-methylated. Overall, comparing variation in CpG dinucleotides from different genomic regions and between species remains a powerful means for garnering information on the levels and the patterns of genomic DNA methylation. spurious transcription initiation in certain gene classes.
Insights into the Roles of DNA Methylation
In conclusion, we suggest further integration of computational methods into the study of DNA methylation. Computational techniques are relatively rapid and inexpensive. Moreover, they promise to greatly expand our understanding of the evolution of DNA methylation in diverse taxa.
which it is derived. 52 Gene imprinting is not common, but has been most famously demonstrated in mammalian loci involved in offspring growth. 53 However, gene imprinting may be a more common feature than currently appreciated. Indeed, it has been suggested that hymenopteran social insects may show substantial levels of gene imprinting because of the abundant social interactions that occur within societies and the haplodiploid genetic system displayed by hymenopteran insects. 51, [54] [55] [56] [57] How can computational analyses help in determining if imprinting occurs? Theoretical studies suggest that certain genes, particularly those associated with social behaviors or interactions, 56,57 may be evolutionary targets for imprinting. Thus, future computational studies may identify such genes using, for example, Gene Ontology annotation. 58 Moreover, recent computational analyses have incorporated features of known imprinted genes in mammals to produce sets of putatively imprinted loci, 59 ,60 which could be used for further analysis. For instance, imprinted genes may be expected to possess low CpG O/E values because they would be predicted to be methylated in the germlines. Thus computational methods can provide information on where empirical research should be conducted in order to determine if gene imprinting is widespread.
Finally, recent empirical results have led some to conclude that the ancestral function of DNA methylation in higher eukaryotes was the suppression of spurious transcription (i.e., transcriptional interference). 43, 61 Testing such a hypothesis can be greatly aided by computational methods. In particular, determining if genes of different functions or with different levels of expression show variation in methylation patterns will provide insight into the question of whether DNA methylation is involved in suppressing spurious transcription in specific sets of genes. For example, Suzuki et al. 49 used partially computational methods to investigate the types of genes that showed variation in DNA methylation in C. intestinalis. They found that there was an association between putative levels of DNA methylation and gene function. These results supported the idea that CpG methylation helps suppress retroviruses tend to become demethylated. 47 However, this 'genome-defense' hypothesis does not necessarily hold in other animal taxa. For example, in C. intestinalis, mobile elements are not methylated. 48 Computational analyses further shed doubt on this hypothesis. Suzuki et al. 49 found that repetitive elements, identified computationally, were found in both hyper-and hypo-methylated regions of C. intestinalis genome, thus not necessarily preferred targets for methylation. A similar result was obtained by Elango et al. 40 who found that methylation was not solely targeted to repetitive elements in the honeybee genome.
DNA methylation has also been suggested as playing a role in affecting developmental plasticity in some animals. For example, experimental and computational methods were used to demonstrate that DNA methylation modulated a very important instance of developmental plasticity in the social bee A. mellfera. Kucharski et al. 50 found that downregulation of a key DNA methyltransferase (DNMT3) in developing A. mellifera larvae resulted in profound changes in caste development trajectory. This result, demonstrating that DNA methylation was directly associated with the differentiation of the queen and worker castes in social insects, suggested that gene methylation may represent a key mechanism facilitating the evolution of social systems. 51 Elango et al. 40 used computational approaches to further understand which genes were hyper-methylated or hypo-methylated in the germline of A. mellifera. They found that genes that were differentially expressed between the A. mellifera queen and worker castes tended to have high CpG O/E values, 40 supporting the experimental work suggesting that DNA methylation was associated with the evolution of the caste system and phenotypic plasticity in social insects. 50 Thus analysis of the types of genes showing variation in CpG O/E values was informative about regulation of developmental processes.
One of the most remarkable suggested functions of DNA methylation concerns gene imprinting. Imprinting is an epigenetic phenomenon typically mediated by DNA methylation whereby the expression of an allele is influenced by the parent from
